
                                           

 

                             

POLIS - Identification and Mobilization of Solar Potentials via Local Strategies 

 

COUNTRY 

Name of project: Clichy Batignolles 
France 

City of project: Paris 

Size/ region 

affected 

50 ha in Northern inner Paris 

Type of project 

[theoretical / 

practical]: 

Identification of solar potential of a completely new district to be built on a 

previous technical railway area 

Targeted technique 

PV/Solar 

thermal/Solar 

Passive/Solar Air 

conditioning 

 

 

Photovoltaic, solar thermal and solar passive + deep geothermal energy 

(Dogger) 

Period/ starting 

date 

 2009 

Contact institution 

with Internet links 

(if available) 

Semavip  

www.semavip.fr 

www.clichy-batignolles.fr 
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Initiator/project idea City of Paris 

Financing Investor Real Estate developers + City of Paris + Semavip 

Service Provider CPCU (Parisian Company of Urban Heating) for district heating and DHW from deep 

geothermal drill (Dogger) 

Other parties 

involved (eg. 

departments) 
HESPUL   

 

 Analysis 

 

 

 

Strengths 

- Strong political support and willingness to transform the concerned area into a large 

demonstrative eco-district 

- Awareness from Local Authorities (City of Paris) and urban planner (Semavip) about impact of 

climate and energy on urban planning 

- Good conditions for the development of low-energy buildings 

- Previous experience of at urban scale (Lyon Confluence) 

- Early association of energy experts, well before the development of the project and its 

construction phase. 

- Location: center of French capital PARIS (high visibility) 

 

Weaknesses 

- Lack of previous experience of main stakeholders in efficient energy urban planning to better 

integrate RES & bioclimatic features in buildings  

- Lack of experience in efficient building design (architects, developers and engineers) and 

construction (professionals) and need for more training 

 

Opportunities 

- Duplication by the city of Paris in other urban development projects, when possible 

- Development of expertise, particularly on PV  

 

Threats 

- No reaching the objectives in terms of energy efficiency 

- Inappropriate behaviour of buildings users leading to higher energy consumption than 

initially expected 

I 

Improvements 

 

- To impose training sessions to construction firms before and during construction phase 

- Provision of a large monitoring buildings & RES campaign, to get real feedbacks from eco-

construction activities  

- To study the feasibility of developing a local operator for operation and maintenance of all 

energy production and monitoring systems 

 


